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"Leadership is the capacity to influence 
others through inspiration motivated by 
passion, generated by vision, produced 
by a conviction, ignited by a purpose." --

Myles Munroe

Dr. Munroe ordained minister and author of 69 books. Including: Becoming a Leader, 
The Principles and Power of Vision, The Pursuit of Purpose, Understanding Your Potential,
In 1998, Dr. Munroe was awarded an OBE – Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire –
by Queen Elizabeth II for services to religion.

Religious - Community 
Leadership 



"Leadership: The capacity and will to rally 
people to a common purpose together with 
the character that inspires confidence and 
trust."

Military &  Sports 
Leadership 





With no real directions 



Personal Leadership Journey
u Introduction to Leadership [1990-2000]: 

(Informal /OJT) 

u Chief of Orthopaedic Trauma and Spine Services; 
Charity Hospital and LSU Ortho

u LSU Residency Program Director 
u AO Spine and Trauma- Courses, North American 

Committee Chair 
u NASS and OTA Committee Roles

u Wake Forest University [2000-03] –
Babcock School of Management-
******EDUCATION******
u Self awareness: Personality ≠ Behavior
u Communication Style- Know it and improve your 

sphere of influence







On-going self-taught leadership skills
AAOS Leadership Fellow Committee; Chair x 2 terms
NASS Leadership Committee Chair x 2 terms 
Co-Founding Director BWH-HBS Mid-career MD   

Leadership Course (2005- current)
2015 AAOS President Dr. David Teuscher –read 50
leadership books during his presidential year 



Leadership  = Management 
Leadership requires traits that extend beyond 

management duties 
u Leaders must inspire in order to get others to follow them (new 

direction).
u Leaders are more concerned with (re-)setting and achieving lofty 

new goals—often at the expense of existing corporate structures 
and practices. Leaders commonly alter the direction or priorities of 
an organization. 

u Leaders must address both upstream (C-suite; BoD) and 
downstream (Dept/Division) communications and issues, Managers
mainly manage downstream

u Managers tend to monitor  their team and encourage to 
meet/surpass  goals while following current protocols



Leadership
vs.

Management

Leaders Managers
May or may not be a 
manager

May or may not be a 
leader

Must inspire followers May or may not inspire 
those under them

Emphasize innovation 
and willingness to 
change 

Emphasize stability 
and control

Less concerned with 
preserving existing 
structures

Seek to work within 
and preserve existing 
corporate structures

Often operate with 
relative independence

Defined as an essential 
link in the corporate 
chain of command

May be less concerned 
with interpersonal 
issues

May be more 
concerned with 
interpersonal issues



u Friendly, but not friends. Caring 
but being careful not to over-
reach/expect

u “To confuse being liked with being 
trusted or respected is a  classic 
trap for all bosses”

u You must create and maintain good 
working relationships with those you 
don’t naturally like. The first step is 
to recognize your natural  feelings

u “Seeking the right balance in the ties 
between you and your faculty/staff  
means you will always have a certain 
level of  tension in the relationship- a 
constant, but hopefully, easy give 
and take while you negotiate 
boundaries and  mutual 
expectations.”  

Being a Leader can be a lonely ride 



"Leadership defines what the 
future should look like, aligns 
people with that vision, and 
inspires them to make it 
happen, despite the 
obstacles."

John  Kotter

Corporate Leadership



Common Reasons for Change

Internal Forces 
Performance gap
Org structure change
Need for culture change 
Better alignment with 

corporate mission
“Change for change     

sake” -
Change or die

External Forces
Customer/competition
Change in government 

regulations
Shareholders/ Finances
New Technology
Identification of new 

opportunities
Merger and Acquisitions



Kotter’s 8-step recipe for 
Culture change 



You can read     
about it….. 

You can draw it out… 



But doing it…….. Is difficult !! 



What Makes  Change So Difficult
FEAR of The Unknown
Loss of comfort/control

Leaders need to communicate a 
consistent message, in a fashion 

that is NOT THREATENING and
reinforces the new direction with 
positive energy and enthusiasm. 

Integrity à Building trust 



Metathesio-phobia

uLoss of control 
uHow will I fit in ?  Will I fit in ? 
uWill I have to provide 

more/different effort ? 
uWhat if “our leader” is wrong ?

Fear of  Change



The Basics:  Lewin’s Change Model                  
(1951)

Show 
discrepancy 

between 
current and 

desired 
states

Actions to align with the 
desired state

Change is 
reinforced and 
becomes part 
of the culture

J3P  Healthcare 
Solutions

Entropy



Fear 
u Natural, powerful and 

PRIMITIVE HUMAN 
EMOTION

u Response to perceived 
threat or harm- real or 
imagined 

u The physiologic “feeling of 
fear” is caused by the 
chemical actions of    

glutamate –
neurotransmitter

u Action within the 
amygdalaà sets off 
cascade of cortisol and 
adrenaline:                      
Fight vs flight response 

Glutamate



Know your Dept/Company’s 
history/current status  before 
creating a plan of change

u Recommended reading by Peter Waters, MD; Chief of 
BCH Orthopaedics

u Match Strategy to Specific Dept status
u Start-Up – New venture from scratch. Resource intense
u Turnaround/ Blow-up- Take on a Dept or group that is in 

trouble. Resource intense. Little viable /productive infra-
structure 

u Realignments- Current situation requires revitalization, 
possible re-invention
u Major
u Minor 

u Sustaining successes- New leader is responsible for 
“preserving the vitality” of a successful organization 
and bringing it to the next level. Motivate current 
personnel with a “ new challenge” 



Why is there a need to change? 
Ultimately you will need hard data 

to support CHANGE

Identify key stakeholders

Go Slow. Listen. Observe. Participate
Start to communicate your views.
Seek input and feedback

What does your faculty 
think is “broken” ?
LISTEN FIRST  



Active listening is often 
harder than it sounds

More important than one 
thinks

The start of TRUST: Listen, 
Learn, Be Empathic 

Learn how to
Respectfully (dis-) Agree



What type of strategy is necessary for 
change? (First 90 Days) 

Who shares your views ?
Identify the current values and the 
aspirations of the group as they       

relate to the organization ? 
Create a new core leadership
group to lead the change

Mission. Strategy



Build your 
coalition     

of 
key stake-
holders 





Continuous messaging – stay on point: 
identify when/where change occurs     
and Celebrate and socialize it

Be open to discussion AND encourage 
respectful disagreement- it makes for   
more engagement

Seek out and encourage diversity of 
opinions, race, gender and culture 



Effective leadership will facilitate 
change through the following:  

listening and learning  
building trust 

creating a new vision
maintaining authenticity 
integrity without doubt
(+)energy and belief 

and especially
addressing the needs of your 

followers 



Culture Change is Hard
u Acknowledge and empathize with the REAL FEAR felt by 

your constituents-Metathesiophobia
u You’re the Boss: Do your homework/Be prepared

u Before you start the process
u During the process; re-evaluate 

u Continue to engage and seek the views of others- Show respect
u NEVER compromise your INTEGRITY !!!
u Admit your mistakes / Laugh at your mis-steps/ Agree to disagree
u People will follow once they TRUST your intentions 

“To effect true change, one must be a leader of leaders, one who inspires
others to lead the transformation.”                           James O’Toole  





Thank you for your attention 
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